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–Unesco 

“Quality teachers are the key to sustainable global 
development and their training, recruitment, 

retention, status and working conditions are among 
UNESCO’s top priorities. In fact, teachers are the 

single most influential and powerful force for 
equity, access and quality in education.”  
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CAN THERE BE ANY BETTER 
SUMMARY OF THIS IMPORTANT 
SESSION  

• It encapsulates the critical IMPERATIVES we must 

address  

• The concrete outcomes is to identify critical and 

important task of delivering on our promise to a nation  

• The song “We are the world” brought together the best 

artists and should serve as a reminder that difficult 

situations requires Creativity, Cooperation and 

Collaboration  
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–William Sanders 

The most abused educational research finding these 
days 

“The quality of the teacher is the most important 
determinant in the learning of the students.”  
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WHY ABUSE RESEARCH? 
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SHOCK 
DOCTRINE 



WHEN SUCH ABUSE AND 
SHOCKS  

• Politicians and experts load 
their guns with silver bullets  

• Our approach is to maximize 
the cumulative effect of 
many, many teachers over 
time for each and every 
learner 

• Not by Chance but by 
Design we shall improve 
teaching  
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TEACHING AN ATTRACTIVE 
PROFESSION IN HIGH-PERFORMING 
COUNTRIES 

• Teachers are praised and prized for what they do 

• Seen as the builders of the nations 

• Singapore teachers salaries compare favourably with engineers and other 

professions 

• Finish teachers have such high status that the profession is one of the top two 

preferred occupations  

• Canada schools well resources across the board and have highly qualified teachers 

• These countries do abuse educational research  

• Look at our sinkholes and why we say : Creativity, Cooperation and 

Collaboration  
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OUR IMPERATIVE IS MOTHER 
TONGUE INSTRUCTION  

• It was cooperation and collaboration that gave rise to the 

1955 project of the Freedom Charter 

• It was this collaboration and cooperation which brought out 

the 1976 project 

• Yes the struggle was about Afrikaans imposed as MOI 

• Our Imperative today is Mother Tongue Teaching 

• So we more or less meet here today with commonalities of a 

different kind forty one years later 
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RIGHTS ARE ENTRENCHED IN 
OUR CONSTITUTION  

• Legacy of apartheid remains a major dividing factor  

• In the lyrics of “We are the world” indeed we can't go on 

pretending day by day 

• Our most important and top priority is to open the doors of 

learning and culture. Do we all share this imperative? 

• We want to see education transform our society  

• See education serve as a potent tool for national cohesion  

• Our proposals and inputs in this session are all about that 
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CAN WE AGREE TO THE NON-
NEGOTIABLES  

• 2017 will mark 62 yrs of Freedom Charter 

• 27 years of the formation of SADTU 

• 23 yrs of the demise of apartheid based education system  

• The adoption of the Constitution with Bill of Rights 

• Freedom Charter proclaimed that education shall be free and compulsory  

• Section 29 entrenched the right to education  

• Today we believe that with progress made, we have not overcome the 

legacies of apartheid  
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SADTU’S FORMATION 27 YEARS 
AGO 

“committed ourselves to the transformation of 

education and dedicated ourselves to the 

development of an education system which is 

fully accessible, equal and qualitative, free of 

apartheid legacy and which is the just 

expression of the will of the people as enshrined 

in the Constitution of the country” 
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PRO FREEDOM LAWS 
ANCHORED 

• Let's pay greater attention to Chapter 9 of NDP 

• It sets out specific actions required to achieve both 

policy and constitutional imperatives to release a 

quality public education system  

• The right to education as interpreted in Constitutional 

Court in the matter of the SGB of the Juma Musjid 

Primary School vs Essay NO(Centre for Child Law 

and Another as amici curiae) 
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–Nkabinde J 

“It is important, for the purposes of this judgment, to 
understand the nature of the right to ‘a basic education’ under 

section 29(1)(a). Unlike some of the other socio-economic 
rights this right is immediately realizable. There is no internal 
limitation requiring that the right be ‘progressively realized’ 

within ‘available resources’ subject to ‘reasonable legislative 
measures’. The right to a basic education in section 29(1)(a) 
may be limited only in terms of a law of general application 

which is ‘reasonable nd justifiable in an open and democratic 
society based on human dignity, equality and freedom’. This 
right is therefore distinct from the right to ‘further education’ 
provided for in section 29(1)(b). The state is, in terms of that 
right, obliged, through reasonable measures, to make further 

education ‘progressively available and accessible”  
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NOW THAT THE RIGHT TO 
EDUCATION IS NOT IN DISPUTE 

• We call for resources to be availed to realize that 

• These includes human resources in terms of PPM 

• Infrastructure, proper budgets for schools and adequate school 

infrastructure  

• Section 10 of the Constitution provides that everyone has inherent dignity 

and the right to have their dignity respected.  

• The dignity of learners and staff in schools must be central in this session  

• Section 23 of the Constitution provides for the right to fair labour practices 

and read with section 33 enjoins all of us to make sure that the decisions we 

take do not in any way  negate these fundamental rights 
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–Affordable Medicines 

“Court in In Affordable Medicines held that:  

“One’s work is part of one’s identity and it is 

constitutive of one’s dignity. . .      And there is a 

relationship between work and the human personality 

as a whole. ‘It is a relationship that shapes and 

completes the individual over a lifetime of devoted 

activity, it is the foundation of the person’s 

existence’.” 
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–Resolution 5, UNESCO 

“5. The status of teachers should be 
commensurate with the needs of education as 
assessed in the light of educational aims and 

objectives; it should be recognized that the proper 
status of teachers and due public regard for the 

profession of teaching are of major importance for 
the full realization of these aims and objectives.”  
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WHY ARE WE RAISING ALL 
THESE 

• To remind all of us that we are required and obliged 

to operate within defined framework  

• To remind all of us that decisions taken must meet 

the constitutional framework  

• Now we can appreciate the following imperatives: 
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• Developing a new education design system consistent 

with the education outcomes required in line with 

constitutional imperatives  

• Ensuring that the entire education system including 

PPN provide an enabling environment for the effective 

implementation of curriculum, learning and teaching  

• Decisively addressing the HR needs for the effective 

implementation of the right to education  
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THE EDUCATION SYSTEM 
DESIGN 

• Ability and capacity to contribute to transformational agenda  

• Play role as a change agent for the nation 

• Develop nationhood  

• Enable meaningful participation of the youth in labour market  

• Reduce the incidence of socio-economic problems  

• Produce excellence  

• Reduce adult illiteracy  

• Enables global citizenship  
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RESOURCE ALLOCATION  

• Current system of ‘equal access but unequal quality’ perpetuates primary objectives of 

apartheid  

• Deal decisively with poverty, unemployment and inequality  

• Poor infrastructure contributes in the reluctance of qualified teachers to move to rural or 

difficult areas to offer gateway subjects 

• Poor infrastructure directly impact in the loss of teaching days and contact time 

• Curriculum coverage impacted by poor infrastructure and supply and demand  

• Limits learner subjects choice and career choices for the poor 

• Absence of sporting and recreational facilities affect the total development of children  

• Our question therefore is: is the current resource allocation consistent with our realities on 

the ground? 

• Are the current budgets geared towards real redress and bring about equality? 

• Fundamental question is whether these budgets are in fact credible? We hope that in your 

Provincial presentations you will answer these questions  
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HUMAN RESOURCES  

• The quantity and quality of staff of the affluent and the poor remain wide both in 

terms of quality and quantity  

• Closure of colleges aggravated the situation and the ineffective TD programs 

• From learner point of view our children are disadvantaged owing to levels of 

poverty and underdevelopment- no social capital  

• Total lack of conducive learning environments 

• All these point to an ongoing state of inequality and gross violations of human 

rights 

• The rights of educators and learners are not promoted, protected and realized  
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WE NEED THREE MAJOR 
INTERVENTIONS  

• A new approach to planning in education where provincial plans 

are informed by school developed and based plans(NDP) 

• A new approach to funding instead of the ineffective global 

allocations and fragmented approach to funding  

• A credible HR plan for education based on school based plans 

• A credible curriculum statement and rollout plan 

• Making ECE the true foundation in education  

• Making the ELRC a more effective driving force 
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THE NEW APPROACH TO 
PLANNING  

• NDP envisages self-managing schools 

• This means capacitating schools, communities to 

participate meaningfully in the planning 

• Any national or provincial must be based on the 

material conditions on the ground 

• In your presentations we hope you will reflect how much 

your plans and budgets are informed by the actual 

requirements determined by the schools 
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NEW FUNDING MODEL 

• This must informed by the actual resources required 

by the school 

• Allocations per learner is in adequate  

• We need total costing of each school 

• Based on defined educational aims and objectives 

and a realistic costing of such aims and objectives  
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HUMAN RESOURCE PLANNING  

• HRP based on strategic plans of each DOE( Statutory) 

• PPN must be based on credible HRP 

• Current PPN self-defeating and borders on illegality  

• PPN must address both quantity and quality issues 

• The excuse of affordability doesn't address real issues in HR provisioning  

• Schools require adequate quantity and quality teachers and support staff 

• We can only arrive at credible PPN through proper human resource 

planning (Public Service Regulation) 
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NATIONAL CURRICULUM 
STATEMENT AND ROLLOUT 
PLAN 

• Curriculum is the heart of learning  

• We believe in the organic and natural relationship between curriculum and society  

• If it is to be credible the curriculum it must respond to the needs of community and contribute in the 

developmental needs of society  

• Must be the imperative to address the implications and consequences of past injustices and inequality 

• Focus should therefore be to address the triple challenges of poverty, unemployment and inequality  

• Social cohesion and sustainable development must feature prominently in any approach  

• Key to the success of curriculum is the provision of quality human resource base and infrastructure and 

adequate funding 

• The training of teachers by HEI is fundamental if we are to address quality 

• We propose the establishment of teacher training and development colleges  based of the remodeled 

concept of teacher centre 
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THE POWERS AND SCOPE OF 
THE ELRC 

• Must play a more involved role in ensuring compliance with ILO Conventions 

• We must strengthen the enforcement of statutory obligations of the parties to give 

effect to such obligations  

• Section 28(1)(c) of LRA gives bargaining councils the power to prevent labour 

disputes 

• Our understanding is that this gives the ELRC powers to pro-actively take steps to 

prevent labour disputes 

• We propose that this matter be explored with the intention to amend the ELRC 

constitution  

• We further propose that we consider the role of the ELRC in monitoring ILO 

Conventions dealing with conditions of service of educators.  This would require and 

amendment to the ELRC constitution  
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CONCLUSION  

• We require creativity, cooperation and collaboration and not 

business approach to education problems  

• Our imperatives is to urge all of us to appreciate that Good 

teaching :- 

 Is technically sophisticated and difficult  

requires high levels of education and long periods of training  

is perfected through continuous improvement  

involves wise judgment informed by evidence and experience  

is a collective accomplishment and responsibility  

maximizes, mediates, and moderates online instruction 
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